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MPS-0740761/1

First Witness Statement of H N195
Date signed: 17 July 9019

i N THE MATTER OF THE PUBLIC INQUIRY INTO UNDERCOVER POL L,ING

Designated Lawyers (IJCPI), PO Box 73779, London
WC lA 9NL WC1N 3NR, WILL SAY AS FOLLOWS.
This witness statement is made in response to a Rule 9 request dated 12 April
2019, It provides my full recollection of my deployment as an undercover police
officer within the Special Demonstration Squad (SDS)of the Metropolitan Police
Se ice (MPS).
2. I am known in this Public Inquiry by the nominal HN126. There is a Restriction
Order in force in respect of my real name dated 21 June 2018. When I was an
undercover police officer, my rank was initially Detective Constable, however
d uring my SDS posting I was promoted to Detective Sergeant. When I retired
from the MPS, my rank was

WEI

11A:

3, Throughout the process of providing this statement I have tried my best to
answer the questions asked of me by the Inquiry. It is, however, now 37 years
since my deployment ended. It was a very intense period in my police career
and there are some parts of it that I remember clearly. There are other parts
that I do not remember very well at all, but I have endeavoured to assist where
I feel that I am able to do so. I am concerned that there will be things that I have
got wrong in this statement, particularly when the events were a long time ago.
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4, I was asked to sign the Official Secrets Act on the day that I joined Special
Branch, and again on the day left. I am deeply unhappy that the promise that
m y work would remain secret has not been kept. Having put everything to do
with my time in the SDS behind me many years ago, I have found it very
emotionally difficult to dig up old memories.
5. Being provided with so many reports by the Inquiry without a proper paginated
index has made the process of preparing my statement very challenging,
6. i have also found the questions from Inquiry which ask me to look at all the
reports of a particular type without telling me which reports those are (or only
providing an example) particularly difficult. Therefore, when the Inquiry have
referred to a particular document in the Rule 9 request I have considered it
carefully, but I cannot be sure that I have always considered every document
the question contemplates. Questions 47, 49, 50, 53, 60,2, 70, 74, 77, and 83,
are questions of this type.

Personal details
I21

My real name is

:3

MOM

and my date of birth is

Police career before and after serving with the Special Demonstration Squad
8. I have been shown my Central Record of Service (Relativity Reference; MPS0726705) and extracts from my Personal File (Relativity Reference: MPS0726735). Section 7 of my Personal File (endtled "Postings and Transfers") is
ecord of service, which shows my police career up until the start of the
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1990s. I undertook one additional posting before I retired which I will address
at the relevant section of my statement below. The postings shown on my
record of service are correct to best of knowledge and belief. I cannot say for
certain whether the dates of the various postings are correct, but I have no
reason to believe any of them are incorrect. Accordingly, I have taken the below
details of my pre-SDS police career from that document.
4l

9
Details of joining MPS and career before Special Branch

then transferred to Special Branch and became a Detective Constable.
I remained in Special Branch for the remainder of my MPS career and
undertook the following postings with the following squads:
5

a.

C.
cl.

Details of postings in Special Branch before and after
deployment in the SDS, including postings to C Squad
(industrial section) prior to SDS deployment and to C
Squad (Left wing extremism and public order)some
years after the deployment ended

k.
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m.

10, i had not done any undercover policing work or any work using a cover identity
prior to joining the SOS.

Selection for the Special Demonstration Squad ,CSOS1)
1 1 .; do not recall when I first heard about the SOS, although I do remember when
was first asked to join._In the mid-1970's I was approached by a friend who
1_6]
was in the unit at the time,
He said that would be absolutely idea;
for the job, and that I should join up.
7;
1 7,
HN126 explains that he was not initially keen to join the SDS for
reasons connected to his personal circumstances

1 3.A few years

lrl.p!k_tever,

those reasons no longer applied, and the same person

9

approached me again about joining the unit. As
Pap. 3

situation
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had changed, and he had told me that he thought.! would be well suited to the
[91
job, this time i agreed. I do not remember whatito d me about the unit_
though he must have told me that it involved being undercover.
lioi
14. believe I he ithen spoke to the Chief Superintendent of the unit at the time
cannot recall who that was, but I can see that my performance review of 31 July
1978 (which is contained within my personal file and was during my SOS
deployment) is signed by Ken Phyde, so it may have been him.
1 5, By that point I had already been in Special Branch for about Wears. The
Branch was a small, collegiate work environment, everyone knew everyone
else, and we all called one another by our first names. Whoever was
responsible for making the decision about whether to bring me onto the unit
would probably have known who I was, and would likely have had a chat to
other senior officers about me. I do not think there was any formal selection
process or a selection committee who decided who should be invited to join the
unit.
1 5.1 remember that I had an interview, at the end of which I was offered the job. 1
believe that was also with the Chief Superintendent in charge of the SOS. do
not recall it being a very long interview, at most half an hour.
17.1 do not remember very much about the interview now; it was such a long time
ago. I cannot really recall what was discussed about the nature of the work I
was doing. I do not believe that I was given any warnings about the impact that
being undernove

have on me and my family. I do remember that 1 was

that my work undercover would always remain secret and that my
anonymity would be protected.
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18 As I have said above. I joined the SOS in September 1977. More than 40 years
on cannot really say why 1 agreed to join the unit, other than that I Was asked
to.
I was married when I joined the SOS. I do not be'ieve th.at anyone from the mps
spoke to my partner about the work lwas doing, or the impact that it would
on me or our family lif,e.

Training and guidance in the Special Demonstration Squad
20.1 did not undertake anything that I would describe as 'training' for the role of an
undercover police officer.
21. When I was in the SDS there were usually about twelve officers deployed in the
field, and a further one or two officers in the back office preparing for th,er
deployment.
22.Those preparing to go into the field would normally be in the office for about six
121

months. When I joined the unit, another officer

was in the finishing

131

stages of his preparation for deployme-n7E1H.ejshowed me how to get my identity
from the records at St Catherine's House. He was with me in the office for a
couple of months before being deployed.
23. Twice per week there would be a meeting where the office staff went out to
meet the officers in the field at the SOS cover flat. I would go along to those
meetings as well.
the -meetings, I would go and haiie a oint in a local pub with the officers
who were und irtakIng deployments in groups similar to the one that I would be
Page :F 33
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deployed into. If they did not drink, they would just have a chat with me at the
end of the meeting at the SDS cover fiat. They would give me advice or what !
should be doing when I went into the field, I cannot remember which officers
gave me advice in that way as it was a very long time ago now.
25.The office staff would have told me anything else I needed to know before was
deployed, i do not now recall the contents of their advice. People who had done
their time in the field would occasionally re-join the unit as an Inspector or Chief
- like
• that •in the office during
I nspector in the office. i know there were two peopie
1 141
m y time on the unit — Mike Ferguson and

1E11

I do not recall being given any training materials, or a manual of what to
when I was in the field.
27.1 have been shown a copy of a Home Office Circular 9711969 (Relativity
Reference: MPS-0727104), 1 do not have any recollection of being made aware
of it during my time in the SDS and I do not believe that I have ever seen this
document before. There was a folder of 'Police Orders'(a document that was
regularly sent out to all Metropolitan Police officers which gave details of new
recruits, promotions, retirements, deaths, and sports teams) and other memos
that would get circulated in Special Branch at the SOS cover flat. It was full of
things we would need to be aware of even though we were out in the field. As I
have said above, I do not believe that I have seen this Circular before.
28,1 have been asked if I was made aware of a tradecraft manual' or binder
containing guidance about how I should behave whilst deployed undercover.
was not, and I do not recall seeing a book or binder with any kind of guidance
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in it during my time in the SOS. I had never heard the word 'tradecraft' untii
read the document on the UCP! website.
29. 1 have been asked whether I received advice, guidance on the following'
a. H iv far it was acceptable to become involved in the private lives of those
I met while undercover. or how close my relationships could be with
them:
How far it was acceptable to enter sexual relationships whilst deployed
on an undercover operation;
c. Participation in criminal activity whilst undercover;
d. Provoking or encouraging another to participate in criminal activity whilst
undercover
e. What to do if arrested;
What to do if brought before a Court, whether as a defendant or as a
witness:
g. What to do if I obtained as a result of my deployment information subject
to egal privilege;
h. If there were any other ethical or legal limitations on the way in which I
could behave whilst undercover.
30.The only one of those things listed above that I recall being given any guidance
on was what to do if arrested. We were told that if that happened, we were to
use our phone ca

Jake contact with the office. I cannot recall who told me

that.
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w r31 The other matters were, to my recollection, never discussed with us. We .
police officers. We were expected to use our common sense and juda,„ent,
You learnt on the job how to avoid things like being in the violent parts of
demonstrations.
32.There was no 'refresher' training or anything of that kind. We would call into the
office every morning to confirm that we were OK, and there were also the twice
weekly meetings at the cover flat, if we were able to make them. If I had any
q uestions or issues, then I could have raised them with the SDS office staff
either on the telephone or when I saw them in person.
33.1 do not recall receiving any training on race or gender equality either prior to or
d uring my time with the SDS.

Undercover identity
Cover name and date of birth
34. My cover name was Paul Gray, That was the only name by which I was known
whilst undercover. I did not have any nicknames.
151

35.As I have said above,
1 16!
name.

MEM

told me how to go about choosing my cover

Reasons for choice of cover name

L171
36 I went to St Catherine's House and found a death c rtificate
..-.-.-.1
My recollection is that chose someone
younger than myself

I believe that I used their date of
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birth and their name_ That is all ; used. I only used their first Christian nan-le and
surname. They had lots of other Christian names that I did not use.
37. 1 have been shown the birth and death certificates of an ind;vidual called Paul
John Gray, who was born on 12 February 1951 and died on 30 July 1951, and
asked whether this is the person whose name and date of birth I used for my
cover identity. After so many years, I cannot say whether this is the right person.
My recollection, as I have said above, is that the person whose identity 1 used
had severai Christian names, and this person only has one middle name. That
leads me to believe that it is unlikely to be the right person.
38 I am however also told that the Inquiry has done a search for individuals born
1 181

in England and Wales

over a set period around

my real date of birth,

who died as a child and have only found the individual named above.
39.1 am told that the Commissioner's legal team have contacted the Driver and
Vehicle Licensing Authority, who have confirmed that there is no record of a
driving license having been issued in the name of Paul Gray with 12 February
1951 as the date of birth. I am also told that the Commissioner's legal team
have contacted Her Majesty's Passport Office, who have also co.firmed that it
has no record of a passport having been applied for between 1977 and 1982 in
the name Paul Gray and with 12 February 1951 as a date of birth.
40. I am certain that I was provided with both a passport and a driving license in
m y cover identity. I can offer no explanation for the above, other than perhaps
the documents I received may not have been put on official records.
41.1 am informed that the Inquiry has seen a list of cover names and cover dates
of birth which states that my cover identity had a date of birth of 19 September
P3ge 10 of 85
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1947. have not been provided with this document nor do I know where that.
would have come from. I am also told that the DVLA. have a record of a.d,riving
19

license being issued in the name of Paul Gray with the date of birth 1947M

Reason why this does not accord with HN126's recollection of who he chose

42.1 have also been told that the General Register Office has no record of a child
named Paul Gray or Paul Grey being born on 19 September 1947. I did not use
a fictional date of birth, since that would have undermined the rationale of
creating a false identity using the details of a real person, so if I did use the date
of birth 19 September 1947, 1 do not know why there is not a record of that
person.
43.1 believe the practice of going to St Catherine's House was thought up by
Conrad Dixon, and that he was the first one to use it. It seemed like a sensible
precaution, just in case someone decided to look you up. did not use any other
aspect of any other persons identity in the construction of my legend.,

Other aspects of cover identity
44,My cover background was that I was a van driver. I cannot remember much
&se about my cover identity now, and it is possible that it was not very detailed.
I do not think anyone ever really tested it. I probably would have bluffed my way
through the conversation had anyone asked about my background.
45, have been shown page 8 of a document InRe!ativity Reference: MPS-0724119)
and

a

to read the text under the

"id er,tity

Sackgroui
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Material" 1 had not seen this document before being shown it for the purposb.
of preparing this statement nor was made aware c,f the guidance c;ontalnec,
within it. As I have said above.

was provided with a passport and driving

license ir my cover identity.

Cover employment
21

48.1 had a cover employer, who was based in South London.

47.As I have said above, my cover identity was as a van driver. It was useful for
driving members of my groups around. You got to know where they all lived in
that way.
48.1 chose the profession of van driver because if anyone phoned my cover
employer he could say I was out on errands. He had lots of van drivers, I never
did any actual work for him.

Cover accommodation
49.At the start of my deployment I obtained a grotty cover flat in North West
London. It was about a 10-minute walk from Kilburn Square, in the Queen's
Park area. I believe I found it through the local newsagent, but it ray have been
from an advert in a newspaper.
Late' in

y deololment. I moved to the Paddington area. ! found my flat there

in the same way as i found my previous flat in Queen's ?wk.

Paiga 12
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51. Both of my cover flats were small one bed flats with a gas stove and a sink. I
did not s'nare either with any other undercover officers. or anyone &se.
52.1 would make sure that I cooked at least once per day so the neighbours would
know that I had been there, Whilst in my cover identity I did not live anywhere
other than my cover fiats. I never moved in with anyone from one of my target
g roups.

Potential compromise
53.1 have been asked about a passage in my Risk Assessment which mentions
1_24!
that my cover accommodation changed as a result of-

l

a suspected compromise of my cover address.

That

126r.

passage is not quite corral
-----iand not my cover address.
--- Ill

I believe it was a suspected compromise of my cover identity,

It is correct that 1 moved from Queens Park to

Paddington as a result.
1 26!
54

Details of possible compromise

55.1 was still in the middle of my deployment at that point and was told by the office
that they did not want to just pull me out. They asked if I could move
geographical areas, so that is what l did. I started attending meetings of the
Paddington Brar:ch of the SWP, which was in a different branch to that which
h ad attended before, but in the same SWP
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56

127 i
I

I do not know who was behind the suspected compromise.

1_281

57. No other steos were take,r by meto avoid a compiorrise. I am not sur
anithing &se, was done by the office.
I cannot comment on
the adequacy of what they did as beyond ask

me to. move. I do not know

what steps they took.
58.The incident did not affect how I felt about my safety and security as an
undercover officer. I did not worry about it particularly; I was too busy focussing
or doing the job.

Legend building
59. Before joining the SDS I was clean cut young man who would wear a suit to
work every day. When joined the SDS my .appearance changed signh:ica(ty
During my time in the office, I grew my hair long and grew a beard. I wore my
own casual clothes, and would not wash them very often,
60.The only people I spoke to in order t, preoare for my deployment were other
officers who were already in the field.
81.1 did not visit any places or people in order to prepare myself to be who I was
going to be, nor did live for a. time in 7, cover identity before being deployed.
As soon as I got my cover flat started using it, but did not get the flat before
was deployed.
8.2. As have afeta, v said, do not remember

abo,..it my :, oyer identity. it may

not nave been very detailed. 1 rernernlbei- feeling that
14

°Quid bluff my way

3'3
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through any situation that I found myself in, have always got along with people
and I never had any issues getting along with members of the groups that
infiltrated.
63. 1 do remember that I taught myself how to write in different handwriting
1301
64.! had tivo vans during my deployment.
I do not recall how they were arranged, though I do recall that there
was a man in the office who was responsible for all of the vehicles used by the
unit.
65. 1 would use these vans to drive to and from meetings and demonstrations.
would often give members of my groups a lift back from demonstrations,
particularly if they were outside of London
66. As I will go on to address below, I also used my van to collect and drop off
copies of 'Socialist Worker' during my time as a newspaper organiser for the
SVVP.

Deployment
Infiltration of groups
67. My target group was the North 'Nest London region of the SVVP. There was an
undercover SOS officer deployed in that district of the SVVP before me, and
when they came out of the field the office wanted someone to replace them.
That replacement was me,
68. The groups that would have regarded me as a member were the S\NP and the
ANL. I do not think that I ever joined Troo s Out Movement, but members of
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the SWP, myself included, went along to a few of their socials and some of their
demonstrations. I do not think any other groups would have regarded me as
member.
69. i was a member of the Cricklewood branch, the Kilburn branch, and then the
Paddington branch of the SWP All of those SWP branches were in North West
London district.
70.The SWP had a membership register and 1 would have been on that. In that
sense, my membership of the SWP had official status.
71 . 1 do not know if ANL kept a membership register, but they were a fai
organised group so they may have done.
72. was in the SWP for the entirety of my deployment. I do not remember the exact
date that my deployment started. i have been provided with a number of
i ntelligence reports dating from February 1978, but the first report that 1
recognise as my own is dated 7 March 1978 (Relativity Reference:
UCP10000011859). 1 think that is probably my report of the first meeting that I
attended. I left the SOS in July 1982 and came out of the field around 6 to 12
weeks beforehand, The last report of a meeting 1 recognise of my own is dated
28 April 1982.
73, 1 was not tasked towards the ANL, but all members of the SWP joined the ANL

because it was good for recruitment. For that reason, as a member of the SWp
you were expected to join the ANL. The first report that I can see of mine relating
to the ANL is 20 April 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000011970), which is
probably the first ANL meeting that I attended. I carried on going to meetings
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throughout my deployment, but my recollection is that it gradually fizzled out as
a group over time.

How my written reporting was prepared, submitted, and used
74, I believe it would be useful to describe at this point how my written reporting
was done and to give an example of the kind of thing that I believe would be
done with it by Special Branch.
75 When I attended an event or meeting or learnt some new information that

was

non-urgent, but I considered may be of interest to Special Branch, I would
prepare a draft written intelligence report.
76.! would never write notes at my cover flat. I would write notes as soon as I got
home after a meeting, demonstration or event whilst things were fresh in my
mind. As soon as I had the opportunity I would then write those notes up into a
d raft report. As far as I recall I would only do one draft of each report. I would
handwrite my notes, and my recollection is that I had a portable typewriter that
I would use to prepare my draft report.
77. I would keep my notes and the draft report at home until the next meeting I was
able to attend at the SOS flat. The notes would probably have gone into the
confidential waste sack that was at that flat, whilst the SOS office staff collected
in the draft reports.
78., The SDS office staff would take the draft reports back to the Yard, type them
, and put the Special Branch file references in. I do not think they would add
in anything other than the file references. As far as I know they would only
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prepare ore report for each draft report that
br.aing

had subrnitad, rather tnar

the infor7ation up in to snorter reports.

7:;. The tined

wc,..;id then be given back to me 3 a subsequent meeting

at the SOS net for checkr,g. 1 think 1 would ha-ie rAtiailed the fina typed report
if it was correct, but i cannot remember,
8C,.An example of what would be done with the informator I reported in my written
reports are the production of uo-to-date reports by the SOS office.
81. My understanding is that the files of those who had a Special Branch Record
File (RF) or a Security Service Personal File (PF) were regularly updated
whenever new information about them was reported. This information would
have been taken from a number of sources, including information from the
rebortina of SDS officers.
82. Up-to date' reports are reports on an individua that would not have been
prepared by me personally whilst I was in the field, but are based on my
reporting. What I mean by that is that when the SDS office added in the
references to my draft intelligence reports, they wouid also review the flies of
those with Speciai Branch file references to see whether the information
contained in my draft report was known about that indMdua; previousiy. If not,
the SOS office wouid also prepare an 'up-to-date' report, with that information
in it to be added to .he person's fiie.
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File references
33. 1 believe it may also assist the Inquini for me to explain the way that i
understand Special Branch Reference File (RF) references work.
84.The number on the left indicates the area that the report relates to. I believe
402 means that the report relates to the left wing. The number in the middle is
the year the file was opened. The number on the right is just a reference
number.
85.For example, RF 402178/101 would be a file on a left wing subject that -as
opened in 1978 and has the file reference '101 .
86,Persona! File (PF) references are those of the Security Service, and I do not
know how they worked.
87.As I have said above, I believe the SDS office would add these references into
m y reports. When I reported or someone for the first time I would not know
whether or not they had a Special Branch file reference. It is the office who
would run the searches to find out if they did. It is only when my reports came
back to me for checking I would see whether the individual had an existing file.
88.1 believe you got a Special Branch file with an RF number if you had several
mentions' in Special Branch reports. I did not report on people because they
had a Special Branch file, but most members of the groups I reported on already
had (or came to have) a Special Branch file,
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ttrf

ution f reporting
na,e, been snol,tin a very large number of reports and asked whether 1 belj
refl..cts t.he reporting

e

recall providing, if any of them are not mine, an

whether i celieve there is any reporting missing
90, Much of the %icor-tine; that I did was done over the telephone or conveyed oray
when I saw people from the SOS office, If anything urgent had arisen, such as
information about an imminent demonstration, I would not have waited until the
next meeting I had with the SDS office to submit a written report, I would tell
them as soon as i could on the telephone,
91. I certainly provided the SDS office with much more information than is recorded
in the intelligence reports in my witness pack. I do not know how that information
was recorded and used at the time, but someone who was in the SOS office
may be able to assist the inquiry with that.
92.37 years on I find it difficult to say whether what I have been provided with
represents the totality of the written reporting that I did, but I do not believe that
there are any significant periods or groups that are missing.
93. Due to the sheer number of documents involved. 1 have not individually listed
ever/ single report in my witness pack that i do not think is mire, but there are
a large number of reports which I do not think have been correctly attributed to
rhe for the foilowfrig reasons:
a.

There are reports that I be,lieve have been prepared by my predecessor
or successor in the area in ,flih,ch 1 operated, do not think that the reports
'which predate 7 March '1373 belong to nhe, i also do not think that any
reports ivinnh oostdae Ju11

e,

e

,

.7
‘6=1,11
'

ao,

rl
_v)
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b. There are reports on branches of the SWP that I did not report on, for
example Acton. There are also reports which relate to Kilburn SWP after
I had moved to reporting on the Paddington branch that I believe are
likely to have been prepared by whoever replaced me in North West
London district of the SWP.As I said at the start of this statement, there
are some things that I remember very well, and other aspects of my
deployment that l have struggled to recall. Generally, hol,ivever,
remember the people who I reported on (to varying degrees), and the
significant events and demonstrations that I attended, There are a
n umber of reports where I do not recall the individual to which the report
pertains at all, or the report relates to an event that I have absolutely no
recollection of attending. Whilst I accept that my memory is not perfect
after so many years, where the name or event is entirely unfamiliar, I
think that the report is unlikely to be mine.
c. There are some reports that I believe are likely to have been prepared
b y C-Squad following a large event. Reports of this type are those which
contain long lists of names, for example the report dated 20 August 1980
(Relativity Reference, U0PI0000014186). As I recall,, the practice was
321
that C-Squad would park a van outside an event,
and take photos or videos of those that
attended. When we were at the SOS cover flat, we would be shown an
album of all of the photos that they had taken and asked to identify
anyone that we knew,
d. There are some reports that contain things like bank account details
[331

Those are not things which I am likely to have been privy to
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94,1 have been asked about a number of reports that the Inquiry thinks may be
mine, but has not positively attributed to me. I have reviewed the contents of
each of them and my comments are set out below. As set out above,
i ntelligence reports were produced in different ways and it is very difficult for me
to reconstruct now what was and was not involved in, The comments set out
below represent my best effort to assist the inquiry with its questions.
a. Report

dated

19

October

1973

(Relativity

Reference:

UCP10000012898):(do not think that this report is mine. I do not recall
the event that this report refers to.
b. Report

dated

8

November

1973

(Relativity

Reference:

U0P10000012942): I do not think that this report is mine. I used to visit
Brick Lane quite often during my deployment and I also recognise some
of the names in the report, but perhaps only a quarter. It may be a report
compiled from several people who were on the SWP (including myself),
otherivise 1 do not think that it is a report prepared by me.
c. Report

dated

8

November

1978

(Relativity

Reference:

UCPI0000012944): I do not think that this report is mine. I do not
remember the event this report refers to and I do not think it something I
would have gone to because the speaker was a Labour MR As far as
the SWP were concerned, Labour were right wing.
d. Report

dated

1:3

November

1978

(Reiati ty

Reference:

IJCP10000012964): I do not think that this report is mine. It refers to SWP
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activity in the Hackney area, so it may be a report from the SDS officer
who infiltrated East London SWP or from a listening device,
e. Report

dated

23

November

1978

(Relativity

Reference:

UCPI0000012985): do not think that this report is mine. You will see
that it has Colin Clark listed as one of the participants. I understand from
looking at the list of cover names on the tjCPI website that is the cover
name of an SOS officer, so I believe that it is his report.

Report

dated

30

November

1978

(Relativity

Reference:

UCPI0000013007): I do not think that this report is mine. It is not from
the area in which I was deployed. At that time, I was still finding my way
around Kilburn High Road.
g. Report

dated

28

November

1978

(Relativity

Reference:

UCPI0000013018): I do not think that this report is mine. Again, Colin
Clark is listed in it so it is probably his report. I may have been on the
demonstration. I do know most of the names mentioned in it though.
h. Report dated 23 May 1979 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000021276). I
do not think that this report is mine. As far as I recall, I did not travel to
Leicester during my deployment.
Report

dated

7

September

1979

(Relativity

Reference:

U0P10000013352): I do not think that this report is mine. It is not a report
on the branch of the SWP which I infiltrated so I think it is unlikely to
belong to me.
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Report

dated

10

UCP100C0C13470:

October

1979

(Relativity

recognise the name of the individuai this report

relates to: and I think it is probably one of my reports.
k. Report

dated

9

December

1980

(Relativity

Reference:

U0P10000015717): do not think that this report is mine. It may be a
report prepared by an SOS officer who was in the IMG. I do not know the
individual which the report refers to (1_._ Privacy
Report dated 31 March 1981 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000016 79):
I do not think that this report is mine. I do not know any of the people
referred to in the report.
m. Report dated 7 April 1981 (Relativity Reference: U0R10000018590): I do
not think that this report is mine. It is a report about someone from
Camden SWP, which was in a different SWP district to the one I reported
or.
n. Report dated 11 May 1981 (Relativity Reference. IJCP100000.15238): I
do not think that this report is mire. It is not from the area of the SWP
that I infiltrated.
o. Report dated 22 May 1981 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000015340): I
do not think that this report is mire, It is signed by Detective Constable
I341

, and looks like a report from C-Squad rather than the SOS.Yu
can see that it does not say 'SOS at the too, like many of the other
reports.
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p. Report dated 5 June 1981 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000015389):
do not think that it is mine. It may have been from another SDS officer
who was a member of the ANL or an informant.
q. Report dated 15 July 1981 (Relativity Reference: U0PI000001541.87): ,
do not think that this report is mine. Paragraph 3 refers to Revolutionary
Communist Party members, so it may have been from an SDS officer
who had infiltrated that group. There is only one person whose name
that I recognise in the report. Normally I would go to events with my van
full of people (at least 8) so it is probably not an event which I attended.
r. Report dated 17 August 1981 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000015539):
I do not think that this report is mine. It is not my style of writing. This
report has sarcasm in it and that is something I would not have included.
s. Report dated 19 August 1981 (Relativity Reference: IJCP10000015541):
I do not think that this report is mine. I do not recognise it at ail. It does
not read properly or how I would write it.
t. Report dated 19 August 1981 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000015544):
I do not think that this report is one of mine. It refers to Fulham ANL, a
branch that I had nothing to do with.
u. Report dated 25 August 1981 (Relativity: Reference: UCPI0000015546):
I do not think that this report is one of mine. Again, it refers to Fulham
ANL, a branch that I had nothing to do with.
v. Report

dated

16

November

1981

(Relativity

Reference:

UCPI0000018724). I do not think that this report is mine. It relates to an
individual moving to Yorkshire from an address with the postcode. NW5,
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NW5 was not within the North West London district of the SWP when I
was deployed.
R.r.;ort

December

dated

198 I

(Relativity

Refere'ce:

UCPI0000013801): I do not think that this report is mine. I cannot
remember anything about the contents of this report.
x. Report

dated

December

7

1981

(Relativity

Reference:

UCP10000016802): I do not think that this report is mine., i cannot recall
reporting anything of the contents of this report, and

had moved to

Paddington by that point.
y. Report

dated

December

9

1981

(Relativity

Reference:

UCP1000001 808): I do not think that this report is mine. It is not written
in my style of writing.
z. Report dated 25 March 1987 (Relativity Reference: 1-113R10000017960):
I do not think that this report is mine, i cannot recall reporting anything
of this content.
ea, Report dated 2 April 1982 Relativity Reference: U CP10000017986): do
not think that this report is mine. it is in the wrong area of the S‘NP. It is
likely to be from somebody newly deployed in the field, they have only
identified 5 beocle at a meeting with 70 people attending. An
experienced officer would likely recognise a much larger number of the
people who were there.
95.1 have been asked ab (,.,t a

°rt.. dated 3 February 1978 (Relativity Reference'

UCP1000C00000011785) concerning a member of the North-West London
SlITP, It is a report:'from orneorio4 who has moved into that from 1-iarrimersimith,
2a. g

:0•F
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had not met

Privacy

(to whom the report refers) by that point, so I do not

think that this report is mine. As] have said, the first report that ] recognise as
m y own is 7 March 1978,
96, My personal file says that I left the SDS in July 1982. 1 cannot remember the
exact date that my undercover deployment ended, but as] have said above
left the field 6-12 weeks prior to that. The last reports that 1 definitely recognise
as mine are a group of updating reports from May 1982 (Reiativity References:
UCP10000018144, UCP10000018147, UCPI0000018151, UCP10000018182,
UCP10000018183, UCP10000018149, U0P10000018150, U0P10000018152,
UCPI0000018155, U0P10000018185, UCP10000018167, UCP10000018175,
UCPI0000018192, UCP10000018193„ UCP10000018194, UCP10000018197,
UCPI0000018198, UCPI0000018199, U0P10000018218; UCPI0000018217,
UCPI0000018226, UCP10000018227).
1351

•

97.After I left the SDS I and moved to a unit which dealt with

would not have carried on writing SDS reports after] left the
unit. The reports from August are about people in Southall, so would not have
been mine in any event. I finished up being based in the Paddington area.

Succession
98.1 have been asked whether another SDS officer replaced me in the field_ We
usually had someone deployed in each district, so that would probably would
have been done in my case as well.

cannot be sure who that was, I do

remember someone was in the office preparing to be deployed about the time
that I left, but do not know whether they took over from me or was deployed
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into a different group. Information was given to you in Special Branch on a
"need-to-know" basis, and do not recall being told who it was that would take
over from me in the North West London S\JA/P.

Appearance of cover name in reports
99,1 have been asked why my cover name sometimes appears on reports
submitted by me and sometimes does not. I do not know. One of the office staff
might know the answer to that question,
100

do not recall ever putting my own name in my reports, so I assume that

along with adding in file references, the SOS office did this too.
101.

It would appear that if I was elected to a committee or chaired something

m y name would appear in the report. I do not know the reason for that practice.
Where my name is mentioned I think that it is likely that it is my report, but I do
not think that where my name is not mentioned that means that the report is not
mine.
102.

I have been asked about a report dated 28 April 1980, which is about a

meeting

that took

place on

13 March

1980 (Relativity

Reference:

UCPI000000000013909). I am not sure why this report is dated several weeks
after the meeting it refers to took place.
103.

As I have said above, whenever possible I would have written a report

shortly after I had been to a meeting or the basis of my notes. Sometimes that
may not have been until the following day. Reports would normally then be
handed in on the next occasion I saw someone from the office (at the weekly
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meeting or othenivise). It would have been taken back to the Yard to be typed
up and checked, and it then would have had to have come back to rn,==‘ for
checking before being finally submitted. That process may account for some of
the delays, particularly it it fell over any major holiday. I certainly would not have
left reporting on a meeting for six weeks, even for a non-urgent report such as
this one.

Incident discussed in Risk Assessment
104.
36

I have been asked about an incident referred to in my Risk Assessment
whilst 1 was deployed undercover.

105

I remember the incident very well, was with some people from the SWP

and the ANL (who were largely the same people

HN126 describes a potential compromise

106_

HN126 describes what action he took to avoid being
compromised
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137

HN126 describes the nature of the potential compromise

1 08

1
HN126 describes the excuse he provided to the people from the
SWP and ANL following the potential compromise, which they
seemed to accept

1 09.

I reported it to my managers at the time. They asked me how I dealt with

it, and seemed content with the action I had taken. At the time, that was fine
from my perspective, and it did not affect how I felt about my safety and security.
381
HN126 describes the impact the potential compromise had on
him in the longer term

Tasking
1 10

I was not tasked beyond being told to infiltrate the SWP. My tasking was

never more specific than that. Thereafter, it was a matter for my judgment how
to do the job and what reported on.
My understanding was that was being tasked to continue the work of
whoever my predecessor was in the North West London SWP. The SWP was
a leading group in the public order field.
1 12.

What I reported on and did during my deployment was generally left to

m y discretion. if it got to the stage in the field that if I was unsure about what to
do next, I would have talked to

Illy

fellow officers before going to the office to

talk about things. That being said, there were lots of opportunities to catch up
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on what you were doing with the office, both in person and over the telephone
in the morning, so they were well aware what I was doing at any one tirn=.
1 13

Somebody probably told me to approach a paper seller as a way in to

the SWP. We would never go delving after a specific request, rather we would
report any useful information we came across. If you were trusted people would
talk in front of you, and you would pass what you heard back.
1 14.

Tasking was never a word that was used. You were just asked to go into

an area and get settled. It was very relaxed. The pressure was not on. To start
off with the office would probably not know if someone was going to cope with
being undercover.
1 15,

1 was not told how long I would be on the unit at the start of my

deployment. Most deployments were from 3 to 4 years if everything went well.
That was what people seemed to do. Some did less, only 1 or 2 years,
1 15,

1 was never provided with access to information from other sources

about the groups I reported on. My reports went in, but as far as I can remember
I never received reporting from elsewhere.

Premises and meetings with other Special Demonstration Squad undercover officers
1 17.

During my time in the SOS there was an office at the Yard (which

did

not attend whilst deployed) and a cover flat. Initially the cover fiat was in West
London. At some point the cover flat moved to South London.
1 18

if possible, meetings would be held at the cover flat twice per week on

two different non-consecutive..) days, 1 do not recall them being on set days of
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the week. I think I was probabiy informed when the next one would be eith,..,r
over the telephone or at the and of the previous meeting. but I Oa

1 13,

Ct say f.y.

Officers who were deployed undercover would try and attend these

meetings (provided nothing arose in their deployment which prevented them
from doing so). along with those who were based in the SOS office.
1 20.

We would bring in our reports and they would be collected in. To those

deployed undercover, it was a very important time where they could deal with
any pressing issues. There was a secure telephone line from which they could
make any telephone calls that they needed to. Each meeting was completely
different. The only thing that would always happen was that the senior officer
would give a rundown of what was happening in general back at the Yard.
1 21 .

1 would occasionally meet with other UC's who were deployed. We would

do things like go out for a curry. They were my colleagues. We would try to
carry on normal life as much as we could away from our undercover jobs. We
would never talk about our undercover jobs when we met like that, unless you
needed some advice from someone who had done it before, Generally, you
would have absolutely no idea what the others were doing.

Pattern of life whilst undercover
122.

From; the moment I stepped out of my home front door i would be in my

cover ident'ry

4)(ould check as socr as I left the house that I did not have any

identification with my real name on it with me. I do not think that i saw my
warrant oat for about 4 years.
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I would visit or stay at my cover flat nearly every day. You had to live the

133.

life of the person you were pretending to be; it was hard work. I also would
attend regular meetings twice a week at the cover flat. I would try to attend ail
of them. I got on well with the office staff. If I could not get to a meeting I would
1
meet them on another day. Sometimes we would do it over a
pastime

g

so I stayed active. They were willing to be flexible and would support you.
1391
1 24.

and Mike Ferguson, who were in the office, were

absolutely brilliant, very experienced. They would always be there if you needed
them.
125.

Most of us took promotion exams whilst we were in the unit, members

the office helped us study for those alongside everything else that they did.
136.

I would try and use my annual leave every year for holidays. I cannot

remember if I would try and use it all in one go or for odd days.
197.

1 would go home every day at some point so I would see my partner, but

I might not sleep there.
128.

1 would work all days of the week in my cover identity. I would try and

have 2 days off, but sometimes I would have to go to my cover fiat on those
days, or attend meetings. It was a very flexible role; you would do what you
could.
1 29.

Whilst in my cover identity, I would attend meetings and demonstrations,
would also drink in the local pubs to get to know people, five the usual life of

someone living in that area. You had to do things like that to support your cover.
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I have been asked how my pattern of life in the SOS compared

With my

usual Speciai Br n- on duties. My tine in the SOS was, of course: corrpi,=teiy
d fferent from the rest orf my Speola Branch work-. However, no twc, d3vs
working in Special Branch were the same,, What you did on

re day

depended entirehi on the squad that you were assigned to. If 1 was dolha office
work. would work 10-6 at the Yard. in some jobs you would tavei ail over the
coun.ry, others ali OVer the world. AN of the jobs were completely different in
their demands and working patterns.

Pay and overtime
I cannot remember exactly what affect being in the SDS had on my take
home pay. I imagine that I would have been paid more because we worked on
our rest days, but when you worked on your rest day you would try to swap it
for another day that you knew you could take off. Rest days in Special Branch
were Saturdays and Sundays, but I would always be working on those days so
I would try and take days off during the week, rather than being paid in lieu.
132.

I was paid overtime whenever I you worked longer than 8 hours in a day,

or if I had a rest day r-•ancelied. I cannot remember how much you were paid for
overtime and I cannot say now much it added to my income. We worked long
hours, so we were paid for that time. Someone in the office who dee with
finance would probably remember that better than 1 do.
There was no orange in basic pay ,rom being on

he

SOS. Your basic

oay was for working 3 hours a day; that was 'tine same, Petrol was said for by
the Squad, sr suocosP that was a saving for me. The MPS also paid for my
c'9g-e

c:
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haircut at the end of my deployment. I remember taking my children along to
watch to make sure that they would still recognise me without long hair and a
beard.

Contents of reports
1 34.

I have been asked a number of questions about the contents of my

reports, and what I believed the relevance and importance of various bits of
information in them was.
1 35.

My understanding of how SDS reporting was done was that you would

report all new relevant information you learnt about individuals who were
members of the groups that you were reporting on.
1 36.

Things like where they lived, what they did for work, who they were

associating with, was all material that would build up a picture about them. In
intelligence gathering you do not always know at the outset what is or is not
important. Whilst 1 accept that there are some things that are obviously not
relevant, you would report details you learnt about people's lives which helped
create a profile of someone.
1 37.

It has to be remembered that your reports would always end up on the

desk of the Chief Superintendent of 'S Squad for review. If he thought that the
report contained content that was inappropriate or irrelevant he would not have
signed it off. To my knowledge that never happened with any report I prepared.
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Reporting on the Socialist Workers'Party — Branches
1 38.

I was a member of the Cricklewood and Kilburn branches of the SWF)
,

was asked to join after buying the Socialist Worker paper for several w=eks. I
was invited to attend meetings and I got involved in that way. To start off with
would just go along to the meetings then go the pub afterwards, that sort of
thing. There was nothing special about it. Sometimes meetings were well
attended, with lots of people, sometimes they would be smaller.
1 39.

was the only person with a van so they would all get a lift from me back

from demonstrations, particularly when the demonstration was out of town.
became friends with members of both branches, and would spend time with
them socially. They were a good drinking crowd.
140.

I became Socialist Worker Organiser for the Cricklewood branch on 26

July 1978, and have been shown a report dated 8 August 1978 (Relativity
Reference: UCP10000011354) which records that. The reason I came to be
nominated for this position was because I was the only member of the branch
with a vehicle, and the Socialist Worker newspapers had to be collected every
week from the printer in East London. It was nothing to do with my status in the
group, it was just that without me it would have been more difficult for the branch
to get the papers to sell every week.
141.

My responsibilities in this role were to collect papers and distribute them

to other Socialist Worker organisers (Socialist Worker was the name of the
paper). 1 would do that every week. 1 cannot remember which day of the week
it was.
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149.

did not consider that there was any issue with assuming a role like that

within my group. There is no point in being in a group if you are not getting any
information, and being involved in it is the way to do that. You cannot remain
entirely on the peripheries of a group and get useful information. You would
never be properly trusted if you never went to the pub or only went along to the
occasional meeting. You had to be willing to do things to help out if you were
going to be accepted. For that reason, I consider undertaking that appointment
furthered the aims of my deployment.
143.

This role did not allow me to influence the actions of the group, I just

collected and dropped off papers. It was not a decision making role,
144.

I did not consult with my managers before taking up the role. The

opportunity just arose and was an instant decision. I did not think that it was
necessary to consult with my managers for a role such as this. I do not recall
them having any problems with me assuming that role, they probably would
have seen it as a good thing,
1 45.

I have been shown a report dated 30 November 1978 (Relativity

Reference: U0PI0000013001), in which I am described as the Chairman' of a
meeting of the Kilburn branch of the SWP. Most of the organisations I was a
member of had 'rolling' chairmanships. Everyone in the group did their turn, you
would not know you were doing it until you turned up at the meeting and
someone told you that you were doing it that day. You did not volunteer. I came
to do it in that way.
146.

Someone would make up an agenda, and you would just go through it,

introduce any speakers, things like that.
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have been shown severe reports of the Cric,sklewood and Kilburn

147

branches of the SWF' dated 21 August 1978 (Relativity Refereh„2,..,
LJCPI0000011401).

1

LICP10000012929).

and

November
3

February

1978
1981

Relativity

Reference:

(Relativity

PI0000016199) in which the phrase "nothing of special interest emerged" is
used.
143,

Special Branch was interested in who was attending meetings, even if

nothing of interest was said at that meeting. I would report who was there,
believe that if theft name then came up several times, the person would get
their own file. In that way you would track what their involvement with these
groups were, However, I would like to say that I never worked in administration,
and someone who did would be far better placed to speak as to how this
information was used within Special Branch and the Security Services.
1 49,

I cannot speak as to any proportionality or justification considerations

that may have been applied to this kind or reporting by senior officers. You
would have to ask them about that.
I have been asked about a report dated 2 November 1973 (Relativity
Reference: UCP10000012918) about, a scciai function held to raise funds for a
member of the SWF who required money to fund his studies in Britain. I do not
recognise this report, but it is in my area so it is orobably one of mine. I would
report everything that I learnt about the group even if it was just the occurrence
of a social event.
151,

1 have been, shown a number of otner reports about social events on -

November 1978 •(Relativity Reference: U 01000001K00), 30 November 1979

:
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(Relativity

Reference: IJCP10000013636), 9 January

1980 (Relativity

Reference; IJCP10000013702) and 10 April 1980. I reported on those for the
same reason.
157.

I have been asked to what extent such events led me to report on

individuals who were otherwise unconnected with the group. If someone
attended one of these functions who I did not know, then I would not have been
able to put their name into one of my reports. I would have only got their details
once they became involved with the group. Sometimes it would take 3 or 4
meetings to get that, so I would say it would be rare that someone entirely
unconnected with a group would have been reported on.
153

I have been shown a report. dated 30 November 1979 (Relativity

Reference: UCP10000013640), I have been asked how I came by the
photograph included with that report. The report states that the photo was
published in the Fin hley Times and Post so I would have got it from there. If
there was a recent photo of someone that would be added to their file in order
to keep the intelligence on that person up to date. This is an 'up-to-date report
of the kind that I have discussed above,
154.

I have been shown various reports which mention children of school age

and have been asked what consideration was given by me or the office to the
appropriateness of reporting on children, I cannot speak as to the office but in
relation to each of the reports I would comment as follows:
a, 19 May 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000011275): I do not
recognise this report so it may not be mine. This is a report about
Privacy:_

Privacy!

can see from reading the report that he was previously known
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to Speciai Branch as he had an RF number Soecial Branch file.
remember that ne had a lengthy criminal record for violence at
0,
1sta-tic/Is. recall that even at 15 he vas 3 foot tall and we built
He

was

a pub

tn

ere-fore sorneorie who, was of interest to Special Brancn -f7c,
,rr

order perspective, as he often instigated vioience.

31 Jul,/ 1973 (.Relativity Reference: U0PI0000011361) and 14 August
1978 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000011406): The report dated :31 Ju
1973 (Relativity Reference; IJCP10000011361) is about
Again,

Privacy

can see from reading the report that this individual was

previously known to Special Branch as he had an RF number. Although
he was 13, I can see from the report that he was already an SWP Branch
Secretary which is a significant organisational role in the party. Given he
was a significant individual within the organisation it would seem to me
to be appropriate to be reporting on him. This was an 'up-to-date' report
(i.e: one bringing someone's file up to date) adding a photograph. This
would mean he could be identified at any future demonstrations he
attended.
I do not think that the report dated 14 August 1973 KRelativity Reference:
LJCP10000011406) is mine because I do not recognise the individual
named in it, bu as i have said above, SWP Branch Secretary was a
significant organisational role in the party. Given he was a significant
individual within the organisation

17

would seem to me to be appropriate

to be reporting on him
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c. Two

reports

dated

14

May

1979

(Relativity

References:

UCP10000021266 and Li• PI0000021267): The first report is about[Privacy
Privacy 1. Again, this individual was previously known to Special Branch

as I can see from reading the report that he 'nad an RF number. Again,
this is an 'up-to-date report adding a photograph. This would mean he
could be identified at any future demonstrations he attended. The
second report is about

Privacy

1, Again, I can see from reading the

report that this individual was previously known to Special Branch as he
had an RF number. Again, this is an 'up-to-date' report adding a
photograph. This would mean he could be identified at any future
demonstrations he attended. In relation to this report, in 1979 a strike at
a school would have been national news. It was unheard of for children
to do something like that. Again, these were people who had previously
come to the attention of Special Branch to the extent that there was a
file on them. It was normal Special Branch practice to keep those files
current, irrespective of the age of the person,
d. 27 June 1979 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000021904): Again, this is a
report on

Privacy

l For the reasons set out above, he was of interest

to Special Branch. I can see that everybody mentioned in this report had
an RF number. if the police were looking for this individual they would,
as a result of this report, know where to find him, rather than at his
parent's house.
a. 27 June 1 a79 (Relativity Reference: UCP100000210I, 1): This report says
that the individual frequently speaks at SWP meetings. Again, i can see
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that she had an RF number so was known to Speciai Branch. It is an upto-date report, adding a photo to her fie.
january 1982 (Rei tivitv Reference: UCPi0000.0 I 1. 13',. This report
talks about a 15-year-old individual who is leading a group of other
schoolchildren a+. a demonstration. P.gIn-t. to Work marches were
enormous demonstrations, it is plainly public order-related and she is a
significant individual, notwithstanding her age.
g. 2 April 1982 (Relativity Reference: LI0PI0000017991). This individual
already has a RF number, and this is an up-to-date report on that
individual. As I have said above, it was usual Special Branch practice to
do such reports, irrespective of the age of the individual.
155.

i always reported information that I had not previously known about

individuals who were members of my target groups. As I have said above, many
of these reports are up-to-date reports on individuals who already had a
Security Service and/or Special Branch file. In order for that to be the case they
must have come to the attention of Special Branch in the past. I would not have
known that the first time that reported on them, but I would come to know that
certain individuals had flies (some dating back several years) when my reports
were given back to me by the office with the references inserted.
156.

Many ofthe reports relate to individuals who had a significant role in the

SW? in either leading demonstrations, or ir the case of
engaging in

violence.. No corsideration was given

.aopropriateness 7;1 reporting or children. They

Privacy

by me to the

active members of the

king part in demonstrations.
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I have been asked about a report dated 3 June 1982 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI000001P30). I do not believe that this report is mine as I was
based in Paddington by that time. I do not recall doing this report and the
language is not of the kind that I would use, I therefore cannot comment on its
contents.
158.

I have been asked about a report dated 17 May 1982 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000018131), and asked what the purpose of submitting a
report on an individual who had disassociated themselves from a left-wing
group some time before that date. This report and a number of others next to it
are all up-to-date reports that I did at the end of my deployment. I reported on
the individual in this report because the fact that he was no longer active was
relevant new information about him.
159.

I have been asked about a number of other reports dated 6 May 1982

(Relativity Reference: UCPI0000018061), two from 10 May 1982 (Relativity
References: LJCP10000018066 and

UCP10000018070), 12 May 1932

(Relativity Reference: UCPI0000013099), 13 May 1982 (Relativity Reference:
UCPI0000018102), 17 May 1982 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000013136),
and 19 May 1982 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000018186). Again, these are
up-to-date reports, all about individuals who had

an RF

That they are no longer active is material information for their files.
160.

Although I would rot prepare up-to-date reports during my time in the

field, the up-to-date reports I have referred to in paragraphs 158 and 159 above
were prepared by me. By May 1982 I had come out of the field, and 1 believe
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that I was probably asked to prepare these reports to bring the files of various
individuals up to date before I left the unit,
151 ,

I do not know what would happen with the files of individuals who were

no longer active as I never dealt with any administration.
159,

i have been asked about various reports of the Finchley and Barnet

Branch

of the

SWP

dated

18

July

1978 (Relativity

Reference:

UCP10000011320). 24 August 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000011986),
and 3 November 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000012951 ). Finchley was
in the same SWP district (North West London) as the Kilburn and Cricklewood
Branch. I was certainly at the meeting mentioned in the first report as my name
is mentioned, I was the Socialist Worker organiser for the district.
163.

Although it looks like I did report on this Branch, I think the limit of my

reporting may have been that they were also holding meetings. I would drop
people off to meetings of other branches, including those in Finchley. Probably
the main reason I went up there was to drop off the papers, but I went to the
meetings too. People in the district knew one another so you would go to
meetings of other branches. As an organiser I could go to any meeting
anywhere in my district. I was friendly with people from the Finchley Branch,
but remember them well now.
164.

I have been asked about a report dated 8 November 1978 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000012951).

believe this is a report done by C-Squad. I

would not have been party to all of the information contained in it. did not have
any involvement in the events that led to that arrest. I cannot remember how I
came to know that

Privacy

had been arrested. Someone in the SWP may
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have told me and

may have then passed that onto the office. Someone in C-

Squad could have looked into that to produce this report about the
circumstances of his arrest.
185.

In my job as a district newspaper organiser I would have dropped in to

almost all of the branches in the North West London SWF, to encourage
members to sei, more papers. Any information I learnt on these visits I would
have reported, I cannot now recall the names of ail of the branches I reported
on in this way, and the names that they called themselves would often change,
but from reviewing the reports I have seen mention of Park Royal, Brent and
Wembley.

Reporting on the North West London District of Socialist Workers'Party
186.

I have been asked about two reports dated 2 February 1979 (Relativity

Reference: U0PI0000013111) and 9 February 1979 (Relativity Reference:
LI0P10000013123) which detail my election to the District Committee and as
the district "Socialist Worker" newspaper organiser, respectively.
167.

The reason I was elected to the committee was because I was the

newspaper organiser for the branch. The reason I was the organiser for the
district was, as I have said before, because I had a van and was able to pick up
and drop off papers. My responsibilities were collecting newspapers from the
print works in the East End, and then distributing them to the homes of the
branch organisers (of which I had previously been one). In paragraph 4 of the
report dated 9 February 1979 (Relativity Reference: U0PI0000013123) I can
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see that I was asked to meet with branch newspaper organisers to find out
w here and how many papers were being sold each week.
168.

do not recall much about the district committee. Meetings were

generally quite short. My role on it was limited to reporting on newspaper sales
in my capacity as a newspaper organiser,
169.

I fulfilled my role as newspaper organiser, it was good cover. Again,

there was no issue with me carrying out a role like that. When I put the report
in I would have spoken to someone in the office that I had taken on that role.
This allowed me to spend time with members of my group discussing things
such as demonstrations, and obtain information about them that may be useful
from a policing perspective
have been asked about a report dated 12 April 1979 (Relativity
Reference: UCPI0000021170) which states that I asked that a number of
Socialist Worker papers be ordered in the run up to the election in an effort to
increase paper sales. The reason I did this was that there was a big build-up of
SWP activity before the general election. A lot more newspapers were needed
by the party to sell on the streets. My role as newspaper organiser was to be
mindful of things like that. As I have said, the role was good cover and I was
just performing the role.
1 71.

I have been asked whether this action was intended to influence the

outcome of the General Election. Around election time the SWP always sold
more papers. It was a political group. The aim of selling more papers was to get
people to vote for left wing parties. Despite being against parliamentary
democracy, the SWP even fielded some candidates. I undertook the role with
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a view to maintaining cover. I did not do this with a personal view to influencing
the General Election, it was just SWP policy.
I do not recall consulting my managers prior to be elected to the district
committee or as the district newspaper organiser. I told them about it after I was
elected. After all. I reported on it. I cannot remember their reaction. i do not
recall being told that there was a problem with me undertaking these roles,
173.

1

was

re-elected

in

October

1979

(Relativity

Reference:

UCPI0000013536) and May 1980 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000013949) to
those roles. Again I did not see any issue with this. I carried on as before. It was
all very informal.
174.

I have been asked about a report dated 20 November 1980 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000015183) which shows that

Privacy

had been

elected as the district newspaper organiser. I had done the job for two years
and was well known, so it had served its purpose, My status in the group did
not change, and I carried on reporting on the North West London SWP,though
as discussed above I changed branches from Cricklewood and Kilburn to the
Paddington area.
175.

I have been asked whether any consideration was given to justification

of deployments of undercover officers in the SWP by the SOS in the light of the
information in the report of 17 September 1979 (Relativity Reference:
U P10000013385) of the state of the SWP being at an all-time low. That would
not have been my decision, and I do not know whether management gave any
consideration to that.
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178.

I am not sure if the 17 September 1979 report (Relativity Reference:

LICPIOCOOC13385'.. is one of mine, it is rot in language that would have used.
I TT.

I have beer asked about a report dated 3 July 193C :,.R
iativit.v

Reference: LJCP10000014084) about a meeting I chaired on 17 June 1980
about a district committee meeting of the North West London SWP where there
was a discussion of whether there was a 'spy in the Actor SWP and how i
handled the situation. ! have no recollection of the meeting or completing this
report so am unable to answer that question.
1 78

have been asked about a report dated 8 June 1978 (Relativity

Reference: UCP10000021755) concerning Barnet Trades Council, which
identifies persons associated with the North West London district of the SWP. I
have been asked whether this is my reporting. It may be my reporting because
I recognise some of the people present, but it may be from another SDS officer
who covered the same area of the SWP. It contains a lot of detail that I am
unlikely to have known so early on in my deployment. I also do not recall aver
visiting Hendon whilst! was in the SOS.
1 79.

Nearly all SWP people in my area were in a Trades Council, The SWP

supported rallies run by Barnet Trades Council on other occasions and I would
have reported on those. Half of Barnet Trades Council were SWP members,
Those rallies had public order implications so I would have reported on them
for that reason,
180.

I have considered a report dated 3 November 1978

Relativity

R efererce 1jC0C0CCI 2g44': which is aiso about Barnet Trades Col-lhcii. lam
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not sure if it is mine. It looks like it just contains information which has core
from a poster or leaflet, so could have been done by a C-Squad officer.
1 81.

I have been asked about a report dated 11 July 1980 (Relativity

Reference: UC.',PI0000014118) which has been provisionally attributed to me. I
do not believe it is my repot It is not written in my style and contains information
about individuals that

do not recognise, it may have been compiled by

someone in C-Squad who has put everything that they had collected from
various sources into a single report.
1 32.

I have been asked about a report dated 30 November 1978 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000013007). I cannot say whether it is mine, I do not recall
writing it. I do not remember the individuals it mentions. I therefore cannot
answer the questions that have been asked about this report.
183.

I have been asked about the purpose of a report dated 21 February 1979

(Relativity Reference: UCPI0000013165). I do not remember if this is my report,
but this information would be of interest to Special Branch as paper sales were
often how people were recruited to join the SWP. Where the SWP were
recruiting would have been of interest, as would the number of sales because
that would indicate more interest from that area. it would have been of interest
to the industrial Section of C-Squad that so many Socialist Workers were being
sold.
184.

I have been asked about a SWP report dated 1 August 1978 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI00000 1364): Flame was a part of the SWP, it was a youth
group as far as I remember. cannot remember how often I reported or Flame
or what it did.
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85,

i have been asked about the purpose of reporting on individuals who

sold the 'Socialist Worker but who were not regular attendees at SW?
meetings. There might be a number of reasons they would not come to
meetings, but they would generally come to demonstrations. As I have said
above if an nd iduai was a member of rrry target group, and I was able to
identify them, then would have included their name in my reports.
188.

The report I have been referred to dated 2 February 1979 (Relativity

Reference] UCP10000C13100) refers to an individual who had an RF number,
and it is an up-to-date report., As it is an up-to-date report it would not have been
prepared by me personally, only on the basis of my reporting. From their RF
number

have addressed the format of RF numbers above) I can see that they

had a Special Branch file set up on them 4 years prior to the date of this report.
It was not up to undercover officers to ask why this reporting was done, it was
a matter for the Chief Superintendent.
187,

I have been asked what the purpose of reporting on individuals who were

in receipt of Socialist Worker' but who were not members of the SWP, i have
been shown several reports that are examples of this. I do not think that he
report dated 20 July 1981 (R.-,elativity Reference:

PI0000015481) is based

on my reporting,
1 88.

The fact the individuals named in the reports identified at question 85,2

of the Rule 9 were not yet members of SWP did not mean that they were not or
would not be of interest to Special Branch, I cannot say exantly why I reported
on these indMduais now, other than that f

was able to

.tiff an individual

d uring my deployment who was involved with my target group

?age 3
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reported their name. The report dated 21 July 1981 (UCP10000015483)
appears to be an example of this. If they had an existing Special Branch file
and the fact of their receipt of copies of 'Socialist Worker' was new information
about that file, an up-to-date report would have been prepared. The reports
dated 22 July 1981 (Relativity Reference IJ0P1000015487) and 10 May 1982
(LJCPI000018069) appear to be examples of this.
1 89.

I have been asked to what extent my deployment involved reporting on

the Brent Community Housing Association and shown a report dated 10 April
1980 (Relativity Reference: U0PI0000013884). Having read that report I can
see that the North West London SVVP had taken possession of a floor of a
building provided by this organisation. It is.of interest to Special Branch where
1 40l
a group is going to be holding meetings, as
. i do not think the association itself was of
particular interest to Special Branch, I do not know for what reason the housing
association had come to the notice of the Branch.
190.

I have been asked about the significance of the 'Industrial Contact List'

issued by the North West London SWP according to a report dated 26 August
1980 (Relativity Reference: U0PI0000014200). I cannot remember reporting
this at all, but it is a list of people, most of whom have RFs

who are on 40a

an industrial contact list in order to rally people round for the Right to Work
Campaign. Right to Work rallies would often be violent. V\/ho was going to them
would be of interest. It is good intelligence preparatory to an upcoming
d emonstration. The report would have gone to the office, where someone would
p robably have looked up all these people and then sent it to the Chief
Superintendent of C-Squad,
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191.

I have been asked whether in my view the SWP was subversive,

presented a challenge to public order, and was involved in criminality.
1 97.

It was a revolutionary group which was involved in demonstrations. They

were willing to achieve that by whatever means possible, and did not believ
that the ballot box was the only way. They were dedicated to the downfali of the
government at the time. It was a subversive group.
1 93.

Some of the members of the SWP were involved in criminality.

frequently observed violence at demonstrations by its members. When there
were counter protests against the National Front at Brick Lane, for example,
there were those who would go there and throw missiles and get into fights.
Privacy

who I have mentioned above, was frequently arrested for violence

at demonstrations.

Reporting on the Anti-Nazi League (ANL) — including Camden Against Racism
1 94.

As I have said above, all members of the SWP were told that they should

join the ANL as it was a fertile ground for recruitment. The SWP expected you
to join up and members of my group would have thought it was odd if I refused
to do so. I recall that the SWP gained lots of recruits in that way and during my
deployment there was a huge amount of cross over between people who were
members of SWP and people who were members of the ANL.
1 95,

It was not just a political movement: it was a social scene. Both groups

would go out drinking together, and as I have said, it was often the same people
at both,
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196,

I went to meetings, demonstrations, and social events of the ANL in the

same manner that I went to those kinds of things during my SWP deployment.
have been asked if I was a member of the West Hampstead Anti-Nazi
League, and shown two reports which are dated 17 July 1978 (Relativity
Reference: UCPI0000011301) and 20 September 1978 (Relativity Reference:
UCPI0000011497) which refer to the West Hampstead ANL and list me in my
cover name as an attendee.
198,

1 do not recall the name of the branch that I attended, but it would have

been the one closest to my cover flat. I believe that I attended those meetings,
so it is likely to be the branch that I was affiliated with. As have said above, I
was told to join the ANL by the SWP and just picked my nearest branch,
1 99.

I have been asked to what extent my involvement with West Hampstead

ANL was linked to my infiltration of the North West London SWP, The reality
was that I was mostly reporting on the same people that I reported on at SWP
meetings. The ANL attended lots of the same demonstrations as the SWP, and
had a lot of members who were also in the SWP.
200,

I do not specifically remember discussing joining the ANL with the office,

but! probably would have done. We always told the office what we were doing,
either by telephone or face to face, I probably would have also discussed it with
a colleague who had been in the field for a while to see whether he thought it
was a good idea,
201,

I have been asked whether I was on the Organising Committee of the

West Hampstead ANL, and have seen reports dated 20 September 1978
(Relativity

Reference: UCP10000011497), 23 August 1978 (Relativity
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Reference: UCPI000001 412) and 30 November 1978 (Relativity Reference:
UCPt000C013006 which are reports on meetings of the Organising Committee
w here I am listed as an attendee. I do not recall being a member of that
Committee, or being elected to it, so if I was on the Committee I cannot say
what the role involved. I cannot recall discussing it with my managers. As have
said above, being in roles such as this was seen as good cover. I definitely did
not seek to exert influence over the ANL or what it did, just attended meetings
and went along with whatever the group decided.
202.

I have been shown a report dated 9 November 1978 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000012960)which lists me in my cover name as having been
elected to the Committee of the newly formed Camden Against Racism/AntiNazi League West Hampstead and Hampstead Group, in the position of
Delegate to Camden Against Racism Central Committee.
203.

Again, I cannot remember being elected to this committee. Although I

remember being in the ANL, I do not remember Camden Against Racism,
though they appear to be one and the same. I do not remember performing this
role, and therefore cannot assist with many of the questions I have been asked
about it. My recollection of ANL meetings is that we discussed things like tactics
at upcoming demonstrations against the National Front.
204.

1 have been asked about a report of 30 November 1978 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000013002) which lists me as the 'chairman for the evening'.
As with the SWP, the group had rolling chairmanships. You would turn up to
the meeting and be told it was your turn. Someone would have done an agenda
and you would just make sure that each point on it was discussed. It was not a
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role that allowed you to influence the actions of the group, you did not have a
casting vote or anything like that, you were just there to progress the meeting.
was not an important role; everyone did their turn.
705.

I have been asked about a report dated 4 February 1980 (Relativity

Reference: UCP10000013753) which is a report that. relates to the Kilburn and
Queens Park ANL. i recall there being lots of branches of the ANL that were
close to one another. There were lots of meetings in the same area, and many
social events. There was a lot of overlap in membership between branches,
and they would all go to the same demonstrations. It was a scene, rather than
branches which were wholly distinct from one another, so I may have reported
on that branch in that way. Having read the report, I do not recall the event
which it refers to. I recognise one name —1.

Privacy

— but do not recognise

anyone else.
206.

I have been asked about a number of reports on 'School Kids Against

the Nazis'(SKAN)and have been shown reports dated 26 April 1978 (Relativity
Reference:

LJCP10000011994), 27

April

1978 (Relativity

Reference:

UCPI0000011997), 19 June 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000021782)
and 4 August 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000011365), all of which relate
to that group.
207.

I have been asked to what extent i considered it justifiable to report on

the group. Although SKAN's members were young, they were just as violent as
any other anti-fascist group.I.

Privacy

who led the group, had (as I have

already said) a lengthy criminal record for iolerce at denionstrations. SKAN
would regularly adend demonstrations and get into fights.
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208.

No issue was raised by the office with me reporting on this grouo, and

given the behaviour of its members I considered it was justifiable from
order policing perspective to report on ft. I assume that my reporting was put to
the same use as my reporting or the SWP or the ANL, i.e. to assist with public
order policing at demonstrations. The aim of my deployment was to obtain
intelligence to assist in public order policing the subject matter of the
demonstrations was not relevant.
209.

have been asked why my reporting appends photos of individuals in

this group. My reporting on other groups does this as well. They are likely to
have been photos taken by a Special Branch photographic team, which I was
then asked to identify. Special Branch did this to help with identifying individuals
at demonstrations (particularly if they might cause trouble). They would be sent
to the Security Services as well, though cannot say what they did with them,
710.

I have been asked questions about a number of other ANL reports. My

answers are as follows.
a. 23 April 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000012004): I do not think
that this is my report as it relates to individuals in Kent.
b, 22 May 1978 (Relativity Reference: ..JCP000CC2139C) and 14 August
1973 'Relativity Reference: UCPI0000011404): As i have said above, I
understand that everyone who was a member of a group of interest to
Special Branch had a file set up on them when it was possible to identify
them,

believe it was standard Special Branch practice to report all

inirci,rmtior learnt about those individu is in that first report and
subseque- tiy,

The

22

May

1978

Relativity

Reference:
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U0PI0000021890) report relates to an individual who went on to hold a
very senior position in the SWP. The 14 August 1978 (Relativity
Reference: LJCPi0000011404) report is not about someone 1 recognise
so i do not think that it belongs to me. As I have said above, if the senior
officer who read the report considered that its contents were not relevant
or appropriate, the report would not have been signed off,
7 June 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000021728): I do not think that
this is my report. it is a report on a large public meeting with over 100
people present. It could have been covered by C-Squad with

T.

assistance of a Special Branch photographer. A large number of those
attending could have been identified by showing those photos to SDS
officers.
7 August 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000011394): I do not recall
this individual and I do not think that this is my report.
e. 8 August 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000011355): I think that this
is probably one of my reports and contains the subject's up to date
address. Where people are living is material information of the kind that
Special Branch is interested in. It would be usual to submit reports with
information like that in it. Both individuals have RF numbers dating back
to 1974. The article contains information about the setting up of a new
branch of Viomen's Voice", which would have been of interest to Special
Branch.
13 August 1978 (Relativity Reference.: UCP10000011380

have been

asked why I appended a copy of the August newsletter to this report.
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The contents of the e oie give details of the fact that demonstration
are planned at Brick Lane. Also appended to the report is a list of
upcoming demonstrations, whir....h was also in that newsletter. This is selfevidently material information for public order policing of those events.
g. 31 August 1978 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000011428): I have been
asked about this report which is about an event organised by Brent
Trades Council. I do not think that it is my report. Again, it looks like a CSquad report compiled after asking members of the SOS to identify
individuals from photos taken by a Special Branch photographer. it
contains lots of names that I do not recognise. I have discussed this type
of reporting above,
h. 8 March 1979 (Relativity Reference; LJC.',P10000013227): I am not sure
that this is my report. As I have said above though,.lots of SWP members
were members of Trades Councils. The same was true of ANL members
(largely because they were one and the same). We would go along to
Trades Council meetings to support them, and we would attend Trades
Council demonstrations for the same reason. The SWP occasionally
used Brent Trades Council hall as a venue for meetings. There was a lot
of cross fertilisation between these groups,
4 September 1973 (Relativity Reference: UCPI0000011447) and 9
November 1973 (Relativity Reference: UCPIC°00012965.): do not think
that these reports are mine. The report dated 4 September 1978
(Relativity Reference: UCPICOC(3011447) reads ilk

the report of a

uniformed police officer who has observed the events contained in the
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report. The report dated 9 November 1978 (Relativity Reference:
UCPI0000012965) looks like a C-Squad report of identifications of
pictures taken by a Special Branch Photographer.
211.

l

have been asked about reports dated 4 June 1979 (Relat vity

Reference:

UCPI0000021313), 22

UCP10000020990),

and

29

June

October

1979 (Relativity
1979

(Relativity

Reference,
Reference:

U CPI0000013520), which relate to the death of Blair Peach. I have been asked
how and to what extent my deployment brought me into contact with the friends
and family and/or campaigners acting on behalf of Blair Peach. i recall that
m yself and members of my group went down to picket in support of Blair Peach
outside of the building in Southall where he was laid in state, but to the best of
m y recollection I did not come into contact with his friends or family, or
campaigners acting on his behalf aside from that.
212.

All SDS officers who were in the SVVP or the ANL would have attended

those pickets and reported on them because those groups went to support the
pickets. We might have prepared a report between us rather than submitting
separate reports. They were mainly peaceful pickets, but had enormous
potential for public order issues when the National Front decided to turn up.
213.

1 have also been asked whether my deployment brought me into contact

with Tang Ali. I remember seeing him speak at an SWP district meeting and 1
know what he looked like, but I never met him personally,
214.

I have been asked about a report dated 15 March 1978 (Relativity

R eference: U0PI0000011887). I do not believe that this is my report; it is not
written in language that I would have used.
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215.

have been asked to what extent I formed the view that the AN.i 's

activities and or intentions, in particular the branches that I reported on, were
subversive or criminal in nature. I have also been asked whether I forme, the
view that those activities presented a challenge to public order.
213.

As I have said above, there was a lot of cross over in membership of the

S'v\ii? branches I infiltrated and the branches of the ANL I infiltrated, had similar
views about both the ANL and SWP membership. They would both go to the
same demonstrations and they would both get involved in public disorder and
violence, particularly when the National Front turned

LI.Q.

There were clearly

public order issues created by the ANL and the branches I infiltrated, and at
demonstrations some of them engaged in criminal behaviour,
217.

The ANL was an anti-fascist group rather than a subversive group, but it

had subversives as part of its membership. I do not recall what its founding
statement said, but the ANL would turn up to the same demonstrations as other
far left wing groups.

Reporting
213.

Troops Out Movement
¶ have been shown a report dated 18 June 1979 (Relativity Reference

LICP10000021337) and asked how my involvement with the SWP and/or the
ANL brought me into contact with Troops Out Movement.
219,

in my branch of the SW? there were a lot of Irish people, Matters

inv,.,iving Ireland were therefore particularly important to them and a lot of SW?
people from my branch were also involved n Troops Out Movement. I recall
attending several TOM social eients and a few meetings.
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770

i have been asked whether a report dated 10 April 1979 (Relativity

Reference: LICPI0000021155) belongs to me, It may be, but I cannot be sure,
221.

1 have been asked two questions about a report dated

e

May 1980

(Relativity Reference: UCP10000013949). I do not think I joined a branch of
TOM, although was invited to a lot of things. I also do not recall selling copies
of the TOM paper,
222.

I have been asked about a report dated 4 June 1980 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000013981) which relates to a meeting of the Kilburn branch
of TOM dated 27 May 1980. I recognise the name of the person who hosted
the meeting so it may be my report, but I cannot be sure. Other than socially,
do not recall being involved with the Kilburn branch of TOM at all. Going along
to things I was invited to was part of maintaining my cover.

Reporting — themes
271

I have been asked about why reported information of the type contained

in the report dated 28 April 1978 (Relativity Reference: U0P10000012005). As
! have said above, I believe that is how Special Branch reporting was done. I
would report all new information I had learnt about someone who was a
member of groups 1 was reporting on unless it was obviously irrelevant. You did
not know what else was already known about them or what information might
be important. This report is an up-to-date report of the kind that I have referred
to above. As I have previously said, if the Chief Superintendent who read this
report thought that it was not relevant information for the individual's file, it
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would not have been signed off. The individual has a Special Branch file dating,
back to 1973 so they had been of interest to Special Branch for several years.
794,

I have been asked about reports dated 5 March 1980 (Relativity

Reference: LICP10000013818) and 17 May 1.962 (Relativity Reference:
Li' P10000013134). which contain bank account details. would not have be,.n
able to obtain details like that, so i do not think that the reports were prepared
on the basis of information reported by me. They may have been prepared from
intercepts of mail or the person's telephone, but I cannot be sure
?5,

have been asked about a report dated 5 November 1980 (Relativity

Reference: UCP10000015145). I do not remember the name of the individual
and I do not think that this is my report, so cannot assist with the questions that
have been asked about it.
226.

I have been asked about a report dated 7 July 1980 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000014090)
. about the impending resignation of!

Privacy

j

from the North West London SWP and asked why I included information about
his relationship status. I remember! Privacy

but. I did not know him well

enough to know something like that and do not recognise the name of the
individual he is said to be in a relationship with. i therefore do rot think that this
is my report, it may be information obtained from an intercept. That being said,
new information that I came across about individuals in my target groups that
helped build up a picture of them, I would have reported.
297.

have been asked about a report dated 30 May 1979(Relativity

Reference: UCRi0000071793, and asked why

reported on the persorta

relationships of individuals. l would not have known all the information that is in
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this report, so I believe that this is another report from an intercept. The person
in question had had a Special Branch file for a number of years.
773.

I have been asked about a report dated 17 September 1979 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI00000133 2) I do not think that it is my report. I do not
recognise any individuals named in it and did not report on Acton SWP.
779.

I have been asked whether a report dated 18 September 1981 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000015603) is mine. It is not, do not recognise any of the
names in the report or the group referred to.
730

have been asked about a report dated 19 August 1981 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000015536). This is not my report. By that point in my
deployment I had moved to Paddington, and it is not written in language that
would use in a report. I believe this is a report done by whichever officer took
over in Kilburn area SWP after me.
231.

1 have been asked about two reports dated 1 April 1980 (Relativity

References: UCP10000013871 and UCPI0000013873). I do not recognise the
individuals named in these reports, and I do not think that they are mine. They
appear to be up-to-date reports.
737.

I have been asked about a report dated 13 May 1982 (Relativity

Reference: UCPI0000018100. ! do not recognise the individual named in this
report and I do not think that it is mine. I therefore cannot comment on its
contents. I believe this is a report done by whichever officer took over in Kilburn
area SWP after me,
733.

I have been asked about a report dated 23 May 1982 (Relativity

Reference: LICP00.000137 1), Once again, 1 do not recognise the individual
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named in this report and
comment on its contents.

do not think that it is mine,

therefore cannot

believe this is a report done by whichever officer

took over in Kilburn area SWP after me.
234

I have been asked about two reports dated 14 May 1982 (R lativity

Reference: UCPI0000018103) and 28 May 1982 (Relativity Reference:
UCP10000018208). Once again, do not recognise the ind viduai named in this
report and

do not think that it is mine, I therefore cannot comment on its

contents, believe this is a report done by whichever officer took over in Kilburn
area SWP after me.

Trade Unions
235.

can confirm that I did not join a Trade Union whilst I was an undercover

officer serving in the Special Demonstration Squad.
236.

A lot of SWP members were in Trade Unions and the SWP supported

pickets and demonstrations by Trade Unions. I would go along to those, but
that was the extent of my involvement in Trade Union affairs.
237

I have been asked about a report dated 15 August 1978 (Relativity

Reference: U0PI0000011379) which includes details of an individual's Trade
Union membership. Again, this is an up-to-date report. i would report new
relevant information I learnt about someone, and their Union membership was
one such example. As far as know the SOS was not monitoring the activities
oT Trade Unions, and this information would just be added to that person's file.
Special Branch did have an Industrial Section which monitored industrial
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disputes. These would often lead to massive demonstrations that would r=cpj
a police presence.
238.

have been asked about reports dated 15 August 1976 (Relativity

Reference:

U0PI0000011407), 1

March

1979 (Relativity

Reference:

U0PI0000013201), 14 May 1979 (Relativity Reference: UCP10000021745).
and 4 December 1981 (Relativity Reference: U0PI0000016795), and asked
vvhy I reported on the roles of individuals associated with the SWP as shop
stewards, I have also been asked to what use I understood this reporting would
be put. As I have said a number of times previously in this statement 1 would
report new relevant information I learnt about someone who was a member of
a group I reported on. As far as l know this information would just be added to
that person's file.
239.

I have been asked about three reports dated 19 and 20 February 1979

(Relativity

References:

UCPI0000013148,

UCPI0000013156

and

U PI0000013161) when I reported the involvement of particular individuals in
industrial disputes. Again, this is an up-to-date report. I would report new
relevant information I learnt about someone, and their Union membership was
one such example.
240.

I have been asked about paragraph 4,15 of my risk assessment which

suggests that I was a key organiser in the demonstrations against Grunwicks
in Willesden. That passage is not correct. I had only just gone into the field at
that point, and I was definitely not a key organiser. My recollection is that I was
i nvited to go along to the pickets by members of the SWP. I attended on several
days for a couple of hours in the mornings.
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241.

Several of my SOS colleagues attended and reported on the Gruniy, cks

dispwes. I do not recall submitting any written reports. My colleagues 'idvere far
better placed to do that as I was so new into the field and did not then know the
names and faces. made a call into the office about the r mber of members of
m y group who were likely to be present on any particular day that I attended

Public Order and Violence
242.

have been asked whether I witnessed any public disorder or violence

whilst serving undercover in the Special Demonstration Squad. The answer to
both is yes, on a very regular basis. I attended a yen/ large number of
demonstrations, protests, marches and pickets at which I saw public disorder
or violence.
i41!

243,

When I was[ in an earlier role

at \Nest End Central police station I was

one of the officers outside the American embassy in Grosvenor Square on 27
October 1968 during the Anti-Vietnam War demonstration. We were all wearing
cricket boxes, and were given bottles of water as we were warned that people
might be throwing acid in our eyes. We were on duty for up to 18 hours without
so much as a toilet break or refreshments.
744.

There were thousands of protestors and it is some of the worst violence

that I had witnessed at that time. Many of my fellow officers were injured and
the memory of that day has stayed with me since, remember the protestors
throwing bail bearings under the hooves of police horses, it was mayhem.
245.

That iixias the level of public disorder that was going on in London at the

time and

also experienn d that level of violence and public disorder during
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my deployment. This is not reflected in the materials in my witness pack, but
am not surprised by this as the intelligence we provided was pre-emptve, Oujob was to report in advance on likely numbers at public events so the right
numbers of uniformed officers could be deployed to police them — neither too
fey nor too many.

believe we did this job very well and helped prevent

disruption and the waste of police resources.
243,

However, we did not produce or review retrospective reports on such

events, levels of violence, numbers of arrests etc. and information about how
they unfolded was not needed for SB or Security Service intelligence files.
Other parts of the MPS would have created reports on public events and
reviewed policing levels, I was not privy to these, although, as already
mentioned, I was asked to identify individuals in police photographs after such
events.
247.

The demonstrations by the National Front at Brick Lane are a prime

example of the kind of thing that would go on. They would take place at the
weekend, usually on a Sunday, The National Front supporters would turn up to
protest about what they saw as the 'takeover' of Brick Lane by immigrants from
Bangladesh. The SVVP and other left wing groups would counter-protest. They
would stand on opposite sides of the street, throwing insults and missiles at
each other with the police in the middle trying to maintain order.
248.

Fights would regularly break out between both sides. People got

punched and kicked, or hit with flags and banners. The Bangladeshi restaurants
and shops would get smashed up as a result, At their worst, it was chaos, with
the police in the middle trying to maintain a semblance of order.
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949,

Some of the demonstrations were immense. Rock Against Racism

Rallies were marches culminating in concerts which must have had over
100,000 people attending. The vast majority of people attending were peaceful,
but there were always issues when the National Front turned up.
250.

also attended a significant Right to Work march from London to

Brighton, a protest in Manchester and IRA hunger strike marches from Kilburn
to central London.
251.

As already mentioned, very little of the above work is reflected in the

intelligence reports contained in my witness pack.
252,

I have been asked if I was personally involved in any public disorder or

violence. I was not although I did witness it at close hand. There was always a
sub-group within the main group of people I was with who were looking for
trouble and who wanted to be able to say they had punched a police officer or
been arrested. However, there were others who did not want any aggravation
at ail. I tried to stick with the latter sort of people, so I did not get caught up r
it. I was never injured on a demonstration as a result.

Subversion
253.

I have been asked what I understood the role of Special Branch to be in

countering subversive activity. It is my understanding that it was the role of
Special Branch to report on subversive activity, but it was the role of the Security
Services to deal with it, not the police. The main role of the SDS was intelligence
gathering to assist with public order policing.
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254.

As I have said above, the SW? did not believe in parliamentary

democracy, They were Marxist-Leninists who wanted to bring about a
revolution, Few of them voted unless there was a SWF candidate in their area.
Their goal was to bring down the government by whatever means, so their aims
were subversive in that sense,
255,

have been asked if I know why my reporting was copied to the Security

Services. I do not, other than because the MPS and the Security Services had
a close working relationship and they received copies of all of our reports. I do
not know what they did with them. Plainly they kept all of them in storage,
otherwise I would not be looking at them today.
256.

I have been shown a report dated 4 September 1980 which makes

reference to a letter from 'Box 500. I can confirm that I did not have any direct
contact with the Security Services. I do not recall ever receiving a letter from
Box 500 directly, From the report it reads as though it was a request that was
made to C-Squad for clarification. I do not recall receiving that request.

Sexual relationships
257.

I did not engage in any sexual activity whilst in my undercover identity.

Other relationships
258.

During rny time undercover I sociailsed with a large number of members

of my group at meetings, demonstrations, and social events. Meetings would
have about 15 to Ct

people

at them and you would ail go to the pub afterwards,
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would see them regularly. It was a social scene as much as a political one, it
was part of my cover to involve myself socially with the group. If you only tuned
up to meetings and asked questions you would not get any useful information.
259.

i have been asked who I formed the closest personal relationships with.

That is a difficult question to answer because I was on gooci terms with a lot of
people. I suppose the people who I was closest to would have been i Privacyi
[

privacy

j,

who was the North West London SWP district organiser, and

Privacy

Privacy who I delivered the SWP papers to, When I dropped the papers off she
would invite me in for 3 cup of tea and we would have a chat I met both of them
at meetings of the SW?, I do not recall exactly when.
260.

I have been asked whether other than the roles discussed above

assumed any positions of trust with the people with whom I mixed as an
undercover officer. The answer is no.

Criminaljustice
261.

1 did not participate in any criminal activity whilst I was deployed as an

undercover police officer.
262.

¶ was not ever arrested, charged, tried or convicted of a criminal offence

whilst serving as an undercover police officer.
263.

I did not ever appear in criminal proceedings as a witness in my cover

identity.
264.

The fact that I was an undercover officer was never disclosed in

connection with any such event.
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265.

I did not provoke, encourage or cause any other person to participate in

any criminal activity whilst I was deployed as an undercover police officer whilst
serving with the Special Demonstration Squad.
266.

To my knowledge, the product of my reporting was never used in support

of, or otherwise disclosed in connection with, a criminal investigation or
prosecution.
267.

I did not ever provide evidence for use in any prosecution arising from

m y undercover deployment. My role in the SDS was purely intelligence
gathering.

Other legal or disciplinaty proceedings
268.

I was not involved in any way in my undercover identity in any other legal

proceedings.
269.

I was not involved in any way in my undercover identity in any complaint

against a police officer or any disciplinary proceedings involving a police officer.

Legal professional privilege
270.

As far as I am aware I did not receive or become aware of any legally

p rivileged information whilst I was deployed as an undercover police officer,
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Elected politicians
271.

None of the people I reported on were, or were likely to be, elected

politicians at the time I reported on them. It is possible that some of then-) are
but I have not checked As set out above, the report dated 8 November
1978 (Relativity Reference: U0P10000012944), which refers to a Labour MP as
speaker is not mine.

The use to which my reporting was put
972.

The information that ¶ reported was disseminated to C-Squad as

appropriate via the office. The documents that the Inquiry has in its possession
are my written reports, but that is not all of the reporting that I did. As I have
said above, 1 would often telephone the office with information, particularly if it
related to an imminent upcoming demonstration that I had just learnt about. I
would also tell the office about information I had learnt when I met with them
face-to-face. I do not know what they would do with that information or if any of
it ended up in written reports.
773.

I understood my SDS role to be a public order role, and my primary

objective was to gather intelligence on demonstrations and the individuals who
were involved in them,
97.4.

I believe that my reporting saved a significant amount of money and

resources for the Metropolitan police. At Brick Lane for example, I would be
able to tell them when there would be a lot of SW? people there and when there
would just be a few, I could also say whether there would be people going who
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would be looking for a fight, that kind of thing. On the back of this reporting they
would know how many uniformed officers to send along or keep on reserve

Withdrawal from deployment
275.

I left the SDS in July 1982. As I have said above, I spent around ê to 17

weeks out of the field at the end of my deployment. The last report of a meeting
that I recognise of my own is dated 28 April 1982. There are a number of upto-date reports dated May and June 1982 after that report which I believe are
my reports, but I would have done them whilst in the office.
276.

I do not think there was any particular reason for the length of my

deployment. I do not recall there being any rule or guidance on the maximum
length of deployment for an undercover officer.
277.

The process of withdrawal from my deployment was one of gradually

d rifting away from the group as if I had lost interest. I stopped attending every
meeting and then eventually told people I was going travelling with a girlfriend
I421
in Europe.
to a member of
I wrote a postcard

_ _ _1 my group,1
[42

Privacy

saying that we had decided to carry on exploring, then

I wrote a further postcard

in a similar vein many months

later.

278.

My withdrawal was planned and done in consultation with the office. It

takes a long time to find and train someone to replace an officer in the field, 1
do not remember the conversation with the office, but it would have been at
least 6 months before I left.
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Other than sending those tvto postcards, i did not maintain contact ‘Nith

279.

anyone on whom I had reported or make any further use of my cover name.

Managers and administrative staff
980.

I do not recall there being a strict chain of command in the SOS. To my

recollection, there was a Chief Superintendent and a Superintendent who were
in charge of the whole of S-Squad, A Chief Inspector and a number of Detective
Inspectors ran the SDS office, We were all on first name terms, just like the rest
of Special Branch. I could go to any of them if I had a question or a request.
281,

I recall the following people being in the office whilst I was in the SDS,

though I do not recall the dates that they were in those roies:
1 44:

a

HN68

— he was a Detective inspector,

b. Ferguson, Mike — he was a Chief Inspector,
c, Mackintosh, Angus — he was a Detective Inspector.
d . \iVisor, Ray — he was a Chief Superintendent.
a. Butler, Trevor — he was a Detective inspector,
f. Moss, Barry — he was a Chief inspector,
g. Pryde, Ken — he was a Chief Superintendent.
h. Short, Nigel David 'Dave — he was a Chief Inspector.
987,

understand that typing was done by the woman in charge of the Special

Branch typing pool. She always did the top secret documents herself. Whether
she came to the office or someone -took reports through to her, do not know.
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There were a number of other police officers in the office. do not really

283.

know how it worked in the office. During my time there I did not assist with their
day-to-day work, I just prepared for my own deployment.
have been asked whether various individuals were managers or

284.

administrators serving in the SDS at the same time that I served as
undercover officer,
I 451
HN45

! am not sure if he was part of the SOS at the same time

as me. I worked with him at other times in the bra,
461i

b.

He was a Di for a time whilst I was in the unit. He gave
me loads of advice. Twice a week I would play squash with him or one
of the other managers. It was a good way of making sure I was alright
and handing in recent reports that I had done.

a Short, Nigel David: He was the Chief Inspector for a time whilst ! was on
the unit He would have been in charge of giving you updates on what
was happening in the branch. I remember him being very good at his
job.
d. Ferguson, Michael: I believe he was also the Chief inspector of the unit
for a time during my deployment.
e. Moss, Barry: I believe he was also the Chief Inspector of the unit for a
time during my deployment.
Mackintosh, Angus: He was a Detective Inspector whilst I was in the unit.
He was also very- good at his job. He taught the promotion classes for
those of us that were studying for exams.
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g. Butker, Trevor: He was the Chief Inspector for a period Nivhilst

was

deployed,
Skey, Chris: He worked In the office and was in charge of vehicles.
Pryde, Ken: I think he was the Chief Superintendent of the unit when
first joJned.
285.

From my perspective, the people in the office were brilliant. i had no

problems with them and they were excellent at dealing with people,

cannot

fault any of them. They always made you feel welcome whenever you saw
them. We would not see anyone who we knew from Special Branch for days at
time We had to ring in every morning to confirm we were OK.

Management and supervision: general arrangements
286.

i had contact with all of the people in the office set out above. VYho was

in the office changed several times whilst I was or the unit.
237

We would not have called them our managers, The SOS at the time

would not have used that term, we would just call them the office.
288.

would .call in every morning to let them know that i was OK. Who I spoke

to then was whoever answered the telephone.
47:

289.

1 would see Mike Ferguson,

Mal

and Angus Mackintosh away

from the office, I ,ivould discuss what was going on in my group and talk to them
about how I was geting
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29g.

I would also see people who were in the office at a weekly meeting The

most senior officer available would be there, along with a few office staff,
291.

At the meeting the Chief inspector would give you an update on what

was going on in Special Branch. Those of you who had expenses would be
exchanged. You would submit your diary and hand in your reports. Some
people would pop in and pop out, others would stay a bit longer. Sometimes
you would talk about your reports. I must have had questions or clarifications
occasionally, but do not remember anything specific. If there was something
imminent you may discuss that with the senior officers.
297.

There were not any specific welfare arrangements beyond those set out

above. As I have said, I would call in every day and confirm that I was OK. I
never had any problems. From my perspective the way that I was managed
was fit for purpose. If it was not, I would have spoken to the office as I knew
them all very well,
293.

have been asked about the documents at Relativity Reference: MPS-

0725912. I was made aware of the letter that had been sent at the time. The
office discussed it with me, and told me that it had been dealt with. I did not
know at the time what action they took to address the issue. I have only recently
become aware of the actions that they took and in my view they did a very good
job of dealing with the situation,
294.

Other than the events I have been asked specific questions about above,

there was nothing else that happened during my deployment that caused me
to be concerned about being compromised in my undercover role.
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Senior management and oversight bodies
recall that there was a couple of visits from the Deputy Assistant

295,

Commissioner during my time in the SOS. remember there was also one visit
from the Assistant Commissioner Crime. They visited the cover flat at one of
the weekly meetings and told us what a good job we were doing.
I do not recall anyone from any outside body with any form of regulatory

296.

or oversight responsibility for policing visiting the SOS during my tour of duty.
I did not receive any form of commendation for my work in the SOS At

.297.

the time 1 was in the unit, I believe no one was given commendations for the
work that they did. My understanding was that due to the top secret nature of
the work that was not permitted, despite some of us doing very brave things,

Deployment of contemporaries
298.

I have been provided with the names of various individuals, and asked

whether they were members of the SOS, and if so, whether their service
overlapped with mine. My answers are as follows
1 48!
a

EMI

in the SOS and their service overlapped with mine.

1 491

b.

in the SOS and their service overlapped with mine by a few
days as they left shortly after I joined.

:50i
he SOS and their service overlapped with mine.
1 511

d.

the SOS and their service ove lapped with mine.

52i

MEM

in the SOS and their service overlapped with mine.
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531

: in the SOS and their service overlapped

f.
with mine,

g. Gray, Martin: in the SDS in the office (not in the field) and their service
overlapped with mine. They later returned to the SDS as a Chief
,•-•-•-•,
I 54

I nspector.

VMS

ft

in the SOS and their service overlapped with mine.

I 55!
:

in the SOS and their service overlapped with mine, but

they had not been deployed when I left
I561

in the SDS and their service overlapped with mine.
he SDS and their service overlapped with mine,
but they had not been deployed when I left
:591

m. Pearce, Roger: in the SDS and their service overlapped with mine.
n.

in the SOS and their service overlapped with mine.
in the SDS and their service overlapped with
mine.

62

in the SDS and their service overlapped with mine.
1 63:

he SDS and their service overlapped with mine,

qi64!

1113E3

in the SDS and their service overlapped with mine.

1 65!

MECO

in the SOS and their service overlapped with

mine. I believe their deployment finished shortly before I went out.
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i 66:
t.

HN304

in the SOS and theft service overlapped with mine. They

were right at the end of their tour when I joined.
67
U

HN354

in the SOS and their service overlapped with mine.

68 1

i n the SOS and their service overlapped with mine
I 69

in the SOS and their seniice

'N

overlapped with mine
299.

I have been asked whether, to my knowledge, any of my contemporary

undercover police officers committed a criminal offence whilst undercover. A
few of them may have driven after drinking alcohol (which was common at the
time). Other than that, the answer is no.
300.

have been asked whether, to my knowledge, any of my contemporary

undercover police officers, whilst deployed, provoked, encouraged or caused a
third party to commit a criminal offence. The answer is no.
301

I have been asked whether, to my knowledge, any of my contemporary

undercover police officers engaged in sexual activity with others whilst in their
cover identity_ The answer is no.
302.

i have been asked whether, to my knowledge, any of my contemporary

undercover police officers, whilst deployed, were arrested, charged, tried or
convicted in their undercover identities. I suspect that all of them had run-ins
with the police whilst deployed at demonstrations, but I do not believe any of
them were arrested.
303.

have been asked whether, to my knowledge, any of my contemporary

undercover police officers, whilst deployed, were involved in incidents of public
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disorder, violence or (other) criminal activity. All of the officers that were
deployed went to demonstrations. I doubt that any of my colleagues would have
been stupid enough to be in the front row at those demonstrations, but there
was violence of some sort at many of them,- particularly when the National Front
attended •
have been asked whether, to my knowledge, any of my contemporary'

304.

undercover police officers, whilst deployed, reported any legally privileged
information. The answer is no.
305,

1 have been asked whether, to my knowledge, any of my contemporary

undercover police officers, whilst deployed, reported on the activities of any
elected politicians. The answer is no,
306.

I have been asked what my contemporaries achieved for the benefit of

policing, That is a difficult question to answer as I was not party to a lot of what
m y colleagues did. presume my colleagues did similar things to me, but I never
read any of their reports. There were a significant number of large
demonstrations that happened during my deployment at which myself and at
least some of my colleagues were present. The intelligence we gathered in
advance of those demonstrations undoubtedly assisted in the effective policing
of them.
307.

As a unit I believe the SOS was immensely beneficial to public order

policing, lt was able to give a clear view of upcoming demonstrations with a
view to deploying the police officers available in the right place and at the right
time. Tna saved the, police and thereby the public purse, a lot of money. it
allowed the police to more effectively police demonstrations, manage violence
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at those demonstrations, and reduce the impact of those demonstrations on the
public. It was the whole reason that the squad was established.
Occasionally we would get a letter from the department that was

308.

concerned with policing demonstrations, thanking us for our work ard praising
the utility of the SOS.
I have been asked what my contemporaries achieved to assist the

309

Security Service in its work. cannot say how the Security Service was assisted
as I do not know what information was provided or what it did with it.

Post deployment
Perioci immediately post deployment
310.

I did not have any time off after my deployment ended. I was not

debriefed by anyone.
311

1 was not offered any advice or ongoing support by the SOS or the MPS

following my withdrawal.

Post Special Demonstration Squad police career
312.

I have set out my subsequent police career above.

313.

1 701
My first posting was
My first posting was "in an office job which allowed me a chance to settle down."

I did not have any say in what th s posting
was
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314,

I do not beiieve any of my subsequent postings were influenced by the

fact had served on the SDS,
315,

do not believe that working as an undercover police officer had any

effect on rhy welfare. This public inquiry has, however, had a significant effect
on me I have found the process of preparing this witness statement very
emotionally difficult.
316.

There were probably welfare seniices available, but I do not know. I did

not make use of them.

Leaving the police
317.

I remained in Special Branch until I retired from the MPS in the midi
1 1990's1

rank when I retired was

Undercover work in the private sector
318.

1 have never undertaken any undercover work in the private sector.

319

i was not given guidance from the MPS about undertaking undercover

work in the private sector, or using any aspect of my assumed identity in the
private sector.
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Any other matters
True Spies
320.

In 2009 the BBC televised a series called "True Spies" ir that series a

number of Top Secret SOS tactics that had been successfully used for the
preceding 34 years were disclosed.
321.

I was not involved in True Spies, but several former members of the SOS

were persuaded to appear in it, and I understand it is something that they have
regretted ever since.
322.

I understand that the BBC negotiated an agreement with several senior

officers of the Metropolitan Police. i am extremely angry that senior officers
thought it was appropriate to allow disclosure of how we did our jobs. I am sure
that it would have put any officers who were in the field at the time in danger. I
also believe it contributed to the SOS being closed down a few years later.
323.

The programme caused a considerable amount of unnecessary stress

and strain to myself and on many of my former colleagues, I believe it is also
one of the reasons that this Inquiry is taking place,
324.

I have found the Inquiry process very difficult to deal with, in particular

the process of preparing this statement, where I have had to look at a very large
number of documents. I believe that myself and my contemporaries did an
exemplary job when we were in the SD-S, and am very proud of my career in
Special Branch. To have all of that called into question has been hard to come
to terms with.
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Request for documents
I do not have any documents or other information which is Potentially

325.

relevant to the Inquiry's terms of reference.
My memory has not been refreshed by any document which is not in my

326.

witness bundle.

Diversity
327.

I am a white British male.

I believe the content of this statement to be true.
73

Signed:
Dated:
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